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Summary of Findings
The current debate about broadband deployment and adoption is marked by hope and
uncertainty. The hope is that deployment of a high-speed communications infrastructure
will bring the telecommunications industry out of its current slump and, more broadly,
will stimulate the economy. The uncertainty relates to the pace of consumer adoption of
broadband – that is, whether enough consumers will purchase high-speed service and
content to justify investment in broadband networks and applications.
This report focuses on the nature of broadband use in American homes. Roughly 24
million Americans (21% of all Internet users) have high-speed connections at home. The
Pew Internet & American Life Project’s survey of broadband Internet users shows that
broadband users spend more time online, do more things, and do them more often than
dial-up Internet users. There are three major ways in which broadband users distinguish
themselves from their dial-up counterparts. For high-speed home users, broadband lets
them use the Internet to:
•
•
•

become creators and managers of online content;
satisfy a wide range of queries for information, and;
engage in multiple Internet activities on a daily basis.

Home broadband users have a new proximity to information and a convenient tool for
communication that changes the way they find, generate, and manipulate content. Some
uses of the high-speed connection are of the everyday sort – checking the time a movie is
showing, finding a recipe, or settling a friendly argument about a factoid. Many are of
greater weight, such as getting health care information off the Internet, taking an online
course, or working at home. Home broadband users are typical early technology adopters
– that is, they are wealthy, educated, and male. Our research shows that even though
these demographic characteristics are factors in the broadband difference, the high-speed
connection matters most in spurring these online Americans to new levels of Internet use.
For broadband users, the always-on, high-speed connection expands the scope of their
online activities and the frequency with which they do them. It transforms their online
experience. This has led to steady growth in broadband adoption among Net users. Since
the Pew Internet Project first inquired about the nature of users’ home connection in June
2000, the number of high-speed home users has quadrupled from 6 million to 24 million
Americans. This places home broadband adoption rates on par with the adoption of other
popular technologies, such as the personal computer and the compact disc player, and
faster than color TV and the VCR.
Some have raised the concern that a lack of compelling online content, particularly in the
entertainment arena, has dampened consumer uptake of broadband. Our research
suggests that most early broadband adopters find plenty to do with their fast connections,
especially when it comes to creating online content and performing information searches.
Broadband users are as likely to go online to get job training, as they are to download a
video. To be sure, both applications will benefit from the faster technologies of the
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future, but the speed of today’s high-speed networks is sufficient to attract growing
numbers of users to current applications and features that give them the information that
matters to them.
The online surfing patterns of high-speed users reveal two values that policymakers,
industry leaders, and the public should bear in mind:
1. An open Internet is appealing to broadband users. As habitual posters of
content, broadband users seem to desire the widest reach for what they share with
the online world. As frequent searchers for information using their always-on
connection, broadband users seek out the greatest range of sources to satisfy their
thirst for information. Walling off portions of the Internet, which some regulatory
proposals may permit, is anathema to how broadband users behave.
2. Broadband users value fast upload speeds as well as fast download speeds.
They not only show this by their predilection to create content, but also by their
extensive file-sharing habits.
The three noteworthy features of home broadband users
1. They are creators and managers of online content
Broadband Internet users differ vastly from dial-up users in the way they deal with online
content. For many broadband users, images and data on the Internet are not just things to
be viewed passively, but things that these users download, recombine, manipulate, and
share with others. Four in ten broadband users (39%) have at one time or another created
content for the Internet by doing such things as creating Web sites, posting their thoughts
or other information to existing Web sites, and creating online diaries. Some 16% of
broadband users create some kind of content for the Web on a typical day online. A
similar number (43%) share files with others (17% on an average day do this) and also
display or develop photos online (43% have done this, 14% do it on a typical day).
Fully 59% of broadband users have at one time created content or shared files with others
online; 26% do these things on a typical day. When it comes to these activities,
broadband users are about twice as likely as dial-up users to have ever done these things.
Broadband users are also more active than dial-up users as content downloaders. Some
63% have at one time or another downloaded games, video or pictures, and 50% have at
one time or another downloaded music files. On a typical day, 22% of broadband users
download games, videos, or pictures, with 17% downloading music on a typical day.
Content creation is an especially prominent activity for a subset of the broadband
population that we call the broadband elite. These are the quarter of the home broadband
population who do 10 or more online activities on a typical day. That represents twice as
much daily activity online as is performed by other broadband users, who average about
5 online activities on a typical day.1 On any given day, four out of five (81%) members of
the broadband elite post content to the Internet, such as updating a Web page, sharing
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Overall, broadband users (the elite and non-elite alike) average 7 online activities on a typical day
compared with dial-up users, who average 3 online activities on a typical day.
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files, or storing information online. They are equally active downloaders, with 78%
downloading information of some kind on a given day.
2. They use their “always on” connections to satisfy their queries
As much as the broadband connection’s speed, the “always on” nature of a home
broadband connection allows users to turn to the Internet for all sorts of information
needs. About two-thirds (68%) of home broadband Internet users say they do more
information searches online because of their high-speed connection. When asked what
they have done most online since getting a home broadband connection, a plurality (32%)
responded, “looking for information” with emailing a close second (28%). Broadband
users also say they have spent more time online since getting broadband (61% say they
do). Most of the extra time they spend online because of the high-speed connection is
due to more information searching. Because of their active information gathering, home
broadband users report that the Internet helps them in various dimensions in their lives:
• Close to 9 in 10 broadband users (86%) say the Internet has improved their ability
to learn new things.
• Two-thirds (65%) say the Internet has helped them better pursue their hobbies and
interests.
• Two-thirds (65%) also say it has improved their ability to shop.
• More than half (55%) say the Internet has improved their ability to do their jobs.
• Nearly half (47%) say the Internet has improved the way they get health care
information.
In each case, broadband users are substantially more likely than dial-up users to say the
Internet has helped them get information relevant to their lives.
3. They do many things online on a typical day
The average Internet user with high-speed home access does 7 things online on a typical
day, such as getting news, health care information, taking an online course, listening to
music, or downloading files. By contrast, a dial-up user does about 3 things online
during a typical day online. The high-speed connection permits broadband users to
perform multiple Internet tasks more easily in a given online session or at different times
of the day.
Broadband Internet users are much more likely than dial-up users to be online during a
typical day. Fully 82% of broadband Internet surfers are online on any given day,
compared to 58% of dial-up users. They spend more time online than dial-up users (95
minutes on average for high-speed users during any given day, compared to 83 minutes
for dial-up). Broadband users do more things online, and it is likely that at times they are
multi-tasking by cramming several simultaneous activities into those online sessions. In
addition, they are more than twice as likely as dial-up users to have several online surfing
sessions on a given day (43% of broadband users have multiple online sessions per day
versus 19% of dial-up users).
Analysis of the broadband elite – those users doing 10 or more activities on a typical day
online – suggests there is an emerging broadband lifestyle. Those living that life do more
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work at home, less TV watching, more online news-gathering, and spend less time
shopping in stores. With an “always-on” Internet connection, a member of the broadband
elite might be “instant messaging” friends or work colleagues, listening to a favorite radio
station online, booking an airline ticket, or scanning an online news site – all at the same
time. The sheer scope of things that the broadband elite do online suggests that the term
“killer app” is a misnomer for this set of Internet users.
A typical day online for broadband users
Communications remains the dominant application. Two-thirds of broadband users (67%)
check email on a typical day; 21% do instant messaging; and 71% do both on that typical
day. Information seeking comes in next:
• 46% of broadband users get news online on any given day. In fact, broadband
users are more likely to get news online than read a newspaper on an average day
(40% do that).
• 36% of broadband users do job-related research on an average day online.
• 32% do product research online on a typical day.
Pursuing personal interests is popular, as 41% of broadband users go online during any
given day for hobby information and 39% go online just for fun. Multimedia applications
are also popular. Overall, 49% of broadband users are accessing some kind of multimedia
content during a typical day online.
• 21% of broadband users do media streaming on any given day
• 22% play a game on any given day
• 21% watch a video clip on any given day
• 22% download games or video on a typical day.
Financial management and ecommerce benefit from broadband:
• 21% of broadband users buy a product online on a typical day.
• 22% do online banking or bill paying on a typical day.
• 14% buy a travel service of some sort on a typical day.
The social and family lives of broadband users
Not surprisingly, broadband households tend to have a lot of technology. Fully 69% have
more than one computer, and 40% have three or more computers in the house. The
multiplicity of computers has prompted more than half (55%) of broadband households to
network their home computers. A similar number (56%) have installed computer
firewalls to protect against viruses and other unwanted cyber-intrusions. The high-speed
connection also has had a beneficial impact on sharing online resources in the house.
Four in ten (43%) say broadband has made it easier to share the computer; half (52%) say
it is easier to share the Internet.
Broadband users are more likely than dial-up users to report that their use of the Internet
has had a positive impact on connections to family and friends. Three-quarter (76%) of
broadband users say the Internet has improved connections to friends (versus 68% of
dial-up users) and 71% of broadband users say it has improved connections with family
(versus 58% of dial-up users). Since broadband and dial-up users have equally robust
5

social networks, the always-on connection may lead to a rise in convenience emailing
that helps with social connections.
Time use: What broadband access changes
The extra time spent online due to broadband—and the wider range of online activities
done by broadband users—comes at the expense of the use of traditional media, shopping
in stores, working at the office, and commuting in traffic. Specifically, for home
broadband users:
•
•
•
•

37% say their Internet use has decreased the time they spend watching television;
31% say their Internet use has decreased the time they spend shopping in stores;
18% say their Internet use has decreased their time reading newspapers;
13% say their Internet use has decreased the time they spend in traffic.

The home broadband connection does result in more work at home. One-third of home
broadband users telecommute. For that reason, 25% of all broadband users (and 58% of
those who telecommute) say the Internet has led them to spend more time working at
home. Broadband users do not report that the Internet has had much impact on the time
they spend with family, friends, or attending social events.
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Main Report: The Broadband Difference
The promise of a high-speed data connection into people’s homes has been around longer
than the Worldwide Web. Digital technologies developed in the 1980s, which made
possible the transmission of voice, video, and text over the same wire, upped the ante in
the information revolution. Mass media would no longer mean the transmission of
identical messages to millions of people, but rather the transmission of messages and
images from multiple sources, tailored to specific needs, to millions of people in their
home. Lots of things were never to be the same according to prognosticators of the
1980s. High-speed links to the home would revolutionize democratic participation,
entertainment, health care delivery, education, commerce, and more.
Integrated Services Digital Network
(ISDN), developed in the 1980s at Bell
labs, was the earliest hope for making
digital dreams a reality in the home. ISDN
allowed voice, video, and data to be
transmitted at, for those days, a very fast
rate of 64 kilobits per second (Kps). As
that technology improved throughout the
1980s, it was thought that most homes
would one day be equipped with ISDN.
However, the promise was never realized.

Defining Broadband
Bandwidth is the number of binary bits of
information that can be transmitted per second
through a given channel, whether that is
copper wire, radio spectrum, coaxial cable, or
optical fiber.
The Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) defines broadband or facilities with
advanced telecommunications capabilities
as those with transmission speeds exceeding
200 Kps both upstream and downstream.
This is about four times the speed of standard
56 Kps dial-up modem.
The FCC uses the term high-speed to
describe services with 200 Kps speed in one
direction.
Some advanced services, such as video-ondemand, require speeds faster than the FCC
definition. According to the Computer
Systems Policy Project, TV-quality video
streaming requires 750 Kps; DVD-quality
requires 4 Mps.

In 1990, one telephone company, GTE, had
begun a trial in Cerritos, California, where
consumers were equipped with high-speed
fiber optic connections to the home. It,
too, did not thrive. Cable companies also
entered the act around the turn of the
decade by touting interactive TV as a way
to bring high-speed connections into
people’s home that would offer not just
video-on-demand, but health care, games, and other information services. In 1994, Time
Warner Cable launched a trial in Orlando, Florida, called the Full Service Network as a
test bed for high-speed interactive services. Neither this nor other trials met much
success, and the Full Service Network was quietly mothballed after a short time.

The invention of the Worldwide Web in 1991 and the subsequent widespread adoption of
the Internet renewed the hopes for broadband to the home. With the Web making the
Internet easily navigable and with home computer purchases on the rise, technology
backers hoped that the expanding ranks of technophiles would demand high-speed, or
broadband, connections at home. Alas, even in the era of the Web, some firms that hoped
to capitalize on broadband to the home have foundered. Perhaps the most trenchant
example of this is the failure of Excite@Home. The ambitious attempt to marry a content
company, Excite, with the broadband provider @Home, failed as its business model
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proved unsustainable and as subscriber growth fell short of expectations. Declining dotcom share prices also proved punishing to the company. Once valued at $6.7 billion, the
company filed for bankruptcy at the end of 2001 and shut its doors in February 2002.
Cities and towns have also tried to enter the broadband fray. Many places have
considered or built citywide high-speed networks to improve government service delivery
and promote economic development. Some sizable cities in the mid- to late 1990s, such
as Chicago, Seattle, Palo Alto, and Austin, Texas, contemplated building city-supported
broadband networks. One that came to fruition, in Palo Alto, met tepid customer
response. Others, such as Austin’s, stalled due to controversy over whether municipal
government should be offering services that compete with private sector in broadband
development. Because of debate over government’s role in such networks, eleven states
prohibit cities from building broadband networks to serve retail markets.
More recently, rural communities, worried that the private sector may not extend
broadband networks to their areas in a timely fashion, have undertaken broadband
initiatives, often using city-owned electric utilities as the vehicles for network
development. Among the examples of smaller communities that have developed
broadband are LaGrange, Georgia and Glasgow, Kentucky. By some estimates, some
three-dozen small municipalities offer broadband service to residents and businesses. All
hope broadband will spur economic growth in their communities, although customer
enthusiasm has not always been as high as envisioned.
The “chicken and egg” investment challenge
A problem facing providers of high-speed home connections—public or private, before
the Web or after its development—is the “chicken and egg” dilemma with respect to
consumer demand. Companies or towns considering the sizable investment in high-speed
infrastructure for homes have reason to pause, since it is hard to predict how many
consumers would want such connections and what information services they would
demand once they had them. Consumers, for their part, might be willing to pay for
innovative online services, such as video-on-demand, online shopping, or home health
care. But potential providers of such expensive online content do not want to incur the
cost of creating those applications without assurance that the high-speed networks are
built out and ready to serve customers.
The multiplicity of broadband trials and pervasive uncertainty about consumer demand
point to a key question: What do Internet users with broadband connections in the home
do online? This report sheds light on the answer to that question. We conducted a
callback survey in February 2002 of 507 Internet users who had told us in past surveys
that they have home broadband connections—either cable modems or digital subscriber
line (DSL) service. The callback survey examined what broadband users do online, what
additional things they do online because of the high-speed connection, and how it has
affected their lives and jobs. In addition to the survey, this report uses information
gathered by broadband users who responded to questions posed on the Pew Internet
Project’s Web site that asked them to describe their experience with their home
broadband connection and how it has changed their lives.
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Even with uncertainty in the marketplace, penetration of broadband Internet access has
been steadily rising. When the Pew Internet and American Life Project in June 2000 first
asked Internet users about the type of home connection they had, 6% of Internet users had
a high-speed connection at home. That is 3% of all Americans, or approximately 6
million people. By February 2001, penetration had risen to 13% of all Internet users. By
the end of 2001, 16% of Internet users reported being broadband users. Our latest survey
shows that broadband penetration has increased four-fold in about two years. In May
2002, 21% of all Internet users in America have broadband in the home; that is 24
million, or 12%, of all American adults. In our February 2002 callback survey of
broadband users, 27% of them said they subscribed to DSL, 71% used cable modems,
and 2% used satellite or fixed wireless technologies.

Number of Americans with
Broadband in the Home
Source: Pew Internet Project Surveys
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Part 1: The Always-On Information Appliance
The advent of broadband in the home transforms the Internet from a “sometimes” tool for
finding information and communicating with
Demographics: Broadband vs. DialDial-up
others to a pervasive information appliance that
The percent of
Home
Dial-up
exponentially expands people’s ability to
Internet users in each
Broadband
Users
group who are …
Users
create, download, and access information in
Sex …
cyberspace. The always-on character of home
Male
56%
49%
high-speed connections turns people into very
Female
44
51
different kinds of Internet users. All Internet
Community Type
Rural
11
24
users—either dial-up or broadband—greatly
Suburban
60
51
value the possibility they can use their
Urban
29
25
connections to participate in many-to-many
Age …
communications. For dial-up users, this
18-24
11
15
25-34
20
22
manifests itself in extensive emailing with
35-44
28
27
family and friends and active participation on
45-54
26
21
the listservs and chat rooms of online
55+
14
15
communities. Broadband users do these things
Education
High school or less
13
37
and more. They also become information
Some college
28
28
producers and downloaders in ways that differ
College grade or more
59
35
fundamentally from their dial-up counterparts.
Race
White (not Hispanic)
Black (not Hispanic)
Hispanic
Other
Income
Less than $30K
Between $30 & $50K
Between $50 & $75K
More than $75K
Internet experience…
Online in last 6 months
Online for about 1 year
Online for 2-3 years
Online for 4-5 years
Online > 6 years

85
4
5
6

79
8
9
5

6
14
20
45

17
24
19
24

1
4
21
28
42

7
13
35
24
20

Some of these differences have to do with the
traits of broadband users. They are generally
the Internet’s early adopters who have taken
their online experience to the next level. As
the table at the left shows, nearly half (42%) of
broadband users have been online since 1996
or before, while only one in five (20%) dial-up
users have that much online experience.

Typical of early Internet adopters, broadband
users are wealthier, better educated, and more
likely to be men than dial-up users. And the
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life
Project February 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507; margin of
broadband crowd is more suburban and urban
error is ±4%.
than the dial-up population. The dial-up group
Dial-Up Users, August-September 2001 Survey, n=1391; margin
of error is ±3%.
is proportionally more rural. Some of this
difference is probably due to availability; the Federal Communications Commission
reports that 97% of the country’s most densely populated zip codes contain broadband
subscribers, while just 49% of the least populated zip codes do.
Our analysis shows that these demographic and personal traits of broadband users
partially explain why they use the Internet differently from dial-up users. However, the
presence of high-speed connections in their homes is an additional and independently
important factor in predicting broadband users’ online behavior, such as their frequency
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of going online and the number of things they do online on a given day. They use the
Internet differently because they have access to high-speed technology, not just because
of who they are. (Further elaboration of this point comes in the section “Changes in
behavior: Broadband access is a decisive factor” that begins on page 13.)
Despite concern, particularly in technology and industry circles, that broadband
deployment is occurring too slowly, our data suggest that broadband’s roll out is
unfolding much like other technologies. High-speed Internet has taken four years to
reach the critical mass of 10% adoption, according to the FCC. It took four years for the
personal computer to attain 10% adoption, 4 and one-half years for the CD player, and 8
years for cell phones. The table here summarizes adoption rates for several consumer
technologies. Comparable data
Adoption Time for New Consumer Technologies
are difficult to come by for the
Years to reach
Years to
10% adoption
reach 50%
Internet, since it was “invented”
adoption
in 1969. By 1996, however,
Video Cassette Recorder
10
14
roughly five years after the Web
Compact Disc Player
4.5
10.5
came online, about 19% of U.S.
Color TV
12
18
Cell Phones
8
15
households had Internet access,
Personal Computer
4
18
according to the U.S.
Source: Federal Communications Commission, presentation of Robert
Department of Commerce.
Pepper “Policies for Broadband Migration,” April 2002.
Why do broadband users obtain high-speed connections? Half cite the simple desire to
have faster Web access, perhaps because it is clear to them that speedier access to
information and the convenience of Internet communication is its own virtue. Others cite
a variety of reasons for upgrading their connection, including their desire to perform jobrelated tasks at home, their ability to download files in less time, their interest in online
multi-media offerings, their desire to have an always-on connection, and their interest in
freeing up a phone line for telephone calls. Many broadband users (81%) have become
accustomed to high-bandwidth connections at work, with fully 43% of all broadband
users saying that the fast connection at work influenced their decision to upgrade the
home connection. With one-third of broadband users being occasional telecommuters, it
is no wonder they value the fast connection.
The most obvious way that broadband changes users’ Internet habits is the frequency
with which they go online from home. On a typical day, almost three in five (58%)
Internet dial-up users log on to check email or browse the Web; 71% of the most
experienced dial-up users (those online for 6 years or more) log on on a typical day. For
broadband users, 82% are doing something online on a typical day. Fully 86% of
broadband users who have been online for more than 6 years are online on a typical day.
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An Average Day for Broadband Users
On a typical day online, the percentage of each group who are
doing various Internet activities

Communications
Email
Instant messaging
Chat rooms
Information Seeking
News
Job-related research
Look for product information
Research for school or training

Look for travel information
Look for medical information
Information Producing
Share computer files with others
Create content (e.g. Web pages or
post to bulletin board)
Display/develop photos
Store files on Internet
Downloading
Download games, video, pictures
Download music
Download movie
Media Streaming
Watch video clip
Listen to music/radio station
Watch movie
Transactions
Online banking/bill paying
Buy a product
Buy a travel service
Auction

Home
Broadband
Users

Dial Up
Users

67%
21
10

52%
14
5

46
36
32
24
23
21

24
14
18
9
6
8

17
16

4
3

14
8

1
n/a

22
17
5

4
6
n/a

The increased frequency with which
broadband users do something online
is also associated with a steep
increase in frequency with which
they do different Internet activities.
In our survey, we ask users what they
did yesterday online, which yields a
portrait of what the broadband
population as a whole does online
during a typical day. We also ask
people if they have ever done a
particular activity online. The
analysis in this section, and most of
this report, focuses on a typical day’s
worth of Internet activities for the
broadband user population compared
with dial-up user population. An
appendix to the report compares the
share of broadband users who have
ever done an activity online with the
averages for all Internet users.

Pick any Internet activity and a
broadband user is more likely to do it
21
6
on a given day than a dial-up user –
19
4
4
n/a
usually it is the case that the
broadband user is much more likely
22
6
to be doing the activity. For dial-up
21
3
users, the act of getting information,
14
2
10
3
such as news, product, or job
Buy groceries/household goods
6
1
research dominates their daily surfing
Buy/sell stocks
5
1
habits. The same kinds of
Gamble
2
n/a
Entertainment activities
information-seeking activities play
Hobby information
41
18
prominent roles in broadband users
Browse just for fun
39
21
daily Internet habits. However, the
Play a game
22
10
extra bandwidth encourages more of
Visit adult Web site
6
1
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project
them to download files, produce
February 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507; margin of error is ±4%.
information for the Web, and
Dial-Up Users, August-September 2001 Survey, n=1391; margin of error is
±3%.
complete online transactions. The
differences between dial-up and broadband users are striking when it comes to producing
information and sharing files. A broadband connection increases the likelihood that a
high-speed user will download files or music, create content, or share files online three to
five times, compared with dial-up users. Broadband users are similarly much more likely
than dial-up users to conduct transactions online. This probably reflects the higher
incomes of broadband users.
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The fast upload and downloading speeds and the always-on connection of broadband also
expand greatly the scope of a typical day’s worth of activities for broadband users. On
average, a broadband user does about 7 different things online during a typical day of
Internet activity, whether that means paying a bill or finding health care information
online. By contrast, a dial-up user
How often do you sit
% of
% of
in August 2001 was likely to
down and access the
broadband
dial-up
Internet from home?
users
users
engage in only 3 different
Several times a day
43%
19%
activities online on any given day.
About once a day
30
27
Broadband users also spend more
3-5 days a week
17
22
time online on a typical day than
1-2 days a week
9
21
Once every few weeks
1
7
dial up users; broadband users
Less Often
*
4
spend about 95 minutes online
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life
during that average day compared
Project February 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507;margin of error
is ±4%.
with 83 minutes for dial-up
Dial-Up Users, January 2002 Survey, n=1,415; margin of error is
Internet users. With broadband
±3%.
users more likely than dial-up
users to be online on a given day, the increased daily usage translates into about 3 and
one-half hours more per week online for broadband users. In sum, members of the
broadband population turn constantly to the Internet to satisfy all kinds of information
needs.
Broadband users are also more likely than dial-up users to have multiple online sessions
on a given day. The high-speed home connection makes it twice as likely that a user will
go online several times a day in comparison with a dial-up user. Four in ten (43%) of
broadband users log on several times per day, while 19% of dial-up users do.
Changes in behavior: Broadband access is a decisive factor
The stark demographic differences between dial-up and broadband users, in conjunction
with their vastly different online behavioral patterns, invite the questions: What really
explains the heightened online activity levels of broadband users? Is it demographics,
such as higher levels of income and education, which makes them more “information
hungry” or more likely to communicate with others? Or is it the home broadband
connection itself?
We used regression analysis to determine what factors most accurately explain the
intensity of a person’s Internet use. As it turns out, three variables are most powerful in
predicting the likelihood that someone will go online on any given day, the length of time
he will be online during that day, and the number of Internet activities he will do on a
given day. The factors are: the presence of a broadband connection, the user’s length of
Internet experience, and the user’s gender. In other words, broadband users are more
likely than dial-up users to be online on any given day, to spend several hours online
during their daily sessions, and to do more online activities on that typical day. Similarly,
those with a lot of Internet experience are more likely than relative newcomers to the
Internet to exhibit high levels of intense Internet use. And, finally, women are more likely
than men to be intense users of the Internet.
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Most noteworthy of all, the availability of a broadband connection is the largest single
factor that explains the intensity of an online American’s Internet use. Put another way,
the facts that a man has a home broadband connection and has a great deal of Internet
experience all explain the intensity of his Internet use. But the existence of a home
broadband connection is a more powerful predictor than his gender and his online tenure
as to whether he uses the Internet intensely.2
In sum, the impact of the home broadband connection is clear; broadband is the largest
driver of the frequency of people logging on daily, the amount of time they spend online
daily, and the number of Internet activities they do daily. Other factors come into play,
but high-speed connections are the single biggest determinant of his Internet use.
Our survey offers additional evidence that broadband is changing what people do online
and how often they do it. Most broadband users – 61% – say they spend more time
online at home since getting a high-speed connection, and one third say they do more
work-related tasks since they obtained a broadband connection in the house. And they
report that their information searches for random bits of everyday information have gone
up because of broadband. Two-thirds (68%) of broadband users say that since they got a
high-speed connection that have looked more frequently for such things as addresses,
recipes, local events information and other facts they need.

2

Appendix B to this report elaborates on the econometric techniques on which the findings in this section
are built.
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Part 2: The Broadband Lifestyle and the Rise of the Broadband Elite
Broadband connections are changing people’s lifestyles. The Internet is the “go to” tool
for a variety of functions—paying a bill, updating photos on the family Web page,
listening to music, sharing files
with co-workers, or getting news.
The Broadband Elite—Daily
For these users, the Internet
replaces multiple tools, such as
Internet Activities
the telephone, TV, stereo,
The percent of each group who are doing various Internet activities
newspaper, fax machine, or pen,
on any given day
to carry out tasks. Needs are met
Broadband
Other
Elite
on a real-time basis, with the
Broadband
Users
Internet letting people’s creativity
Communications
structure how they interact with
Email
58%
80%
co-workers, family, friends, and
Instant messaging
48
14
Chat rooms
23
7
the wider outside world.
Information Seeking
News
Job-related research
Look for product information
Research for school or training

Look for travel information
Look for medical information
Information Producing
Share computer files with others

Create content (e.g. Web pages)

Display/develop photos
Store files on Internet
Downloading
Download games, video, pictures
Download music
Download movie
Media Streaming
Watch video clip
Listen to music/radio station
Watch movie
Transactions
Online banking/bill paying
Buy a product
Buy a travel service
Auction

56
64
68
50
61
52

49
32
24
19
14
13

50
38
45
21

8
10
5
4

61
43
17

12
10
2

55
48
12

12
11
2

39
59
47
28
18
17
7

19
11
5
5
2
2
1

A glimpse into a super-elite set of
broadband users shows the
transformative impact of a highspeed home connection in
people’s lives. The analysis in
this section focuses on the quarter
of daily broadband surfers whom
we call the broadband elite.
These are those with high-speed
home connections who, on
average, do 10 or more online
activities on a typical day. By
contrast, on a typical day, the
others in the broadband
population do about 5 activities
online.

For the broadband elite, the
Internet itself, with all its warrens
Buy groceries/household goods
of information and outlets for
Buy/sell stocks
Play lottery
creativity, is the killer
Entertainment activities
application. On a given day, they
Hobby information
69
37
are more likely to do job research
Just for fun
55
39
online or look for product
Play a game
46
17
Adult Web site
17
3
information than check email.
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project February
Further, broadband users are
2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507. Margin of error is ±4%.
nearly as likely to share files with
others on the Internet as to check email. For the broadband elite, the very high level of
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instant messaging (48% of the elite use IM on a typical day) suggests that IM-ing
substitutes for email to some extent.
The fact that the Internet itself is the killer application for these high-level users suggests
the future of broadband’s success may hinge not on what many entrepreneurs have tried
to develop: a hugely popular and singular killer app. Rather, it suggests that broadband
will likely grow as more and more people gain experience, confidence, and trust online
and come to recognize the wealth of material that broadband access can offer a seasoned
user.
Another distinguishing feature of the broadband elite is that they are information
producers and downloaders. On any given day, fully 81% of the broadband elite creates
information for the Internet, whether that is posting content to the Web, sharing files, or
storing information online. Only 22% of the non-elite do this. Similarly, 78% of the
broadband elite downloads files of some sort on a typical day, compared to 21% of
remaining broadband users. Broadband elite members also are more likely to work at
home—and work at home more often—than other high-speed surfers. Four in nine
(44%) of the broadband elite say they telecommute, compared with 30% of other
broadband users. Half of the elite (51%) say they telecommute several times a week,
compared to 35% of remaining broadbanders.
Demographically, members of the broadband elite tend to be technophile males at both
ends of the age distribution. Fully two-thirds are men, whereas men make up just half of
the other part of the broadband cohort. Roughly one-third (30%) are over age 45
compared with 15% of other broadband users and 18% are between the ages of 18 and
24, compared to the 9% of remaining users who fall into that age range. The younger
broadband elite score highly in producing and downloading information relative to their
older counterparts, while the more senior elite rate relatively highly in going online for
job research and seeking news. And broadband elites live in households teeming with
technology. Broadband elites are more likely than other users to access the Internet using
a wireless device. One-quarter (25%) go online using a Blackberry, cell phone, or other
wireless device; only 8% of other broadband users do this. About half of broadband
elites (49%) live in homes with three or more computers, compared to 39% of other
broadband households.
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Part 3: Broadband and the Household
High-speed connections also produce changes in some household functions. Users report
that their broadband connections prompt them to change how they allocate their time.
Such connections help bring the workplace into the home. Their presence results in the
creation of home computer networks. And they place volumes of information easily at
users’ fingertips. The broadband household is not just home to its occupants, but, as
Penn State’s Jorge Schement has observed about households in the information age, an
active node on an information network.
Fact finder, information manager
Among other things, broadband users value a high-speed connection for its ability to let
them grab a fact they need out of cyberspace—either from the Web or from someone
they know. Fully 68% of all broadband users (and 75% of the broadband elite) say that
they do more information searches for
What would you say you’ve
Broadband
everyday things online because of the
spent the most time doing
users
convenience of a high-speed home
online since getting
broadband to the home?
connection. When all broadband users were
Looking up information
32%
asked what they have spent the most time
E-mailing
28
doing online since getting broadband to the
Downloading files
8
home, they report that their searches for
Playing game
7
Work related tasks
7
information and use of email far outpace other
Shopping online
6
activities.
Reading news
Travel, leisure, hobby
Banking/finance
Chat
Surfing for fun

6
6
4
4
2

We also asked broadband users whether they
have spent more time online at home since
getting broadband and, if so, what online
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet &
activities took up this extra time. Fully 61%
American Life Project February 2002 Survey, Internet
users, n=507;margin of error is ±4%.
of broadband users said that they have spent
more time online at home since their high-speed connection was switched on. The
plurality of this increment of time online is attributable to information searching. One
third (31%) say this extra time is due to more information searching online. About onefifth (19%) say additional emailing is responsible for this extra time online, with 14%
pointing to downloading music or movies as the reason and 13% saying online shopping
has taken up the time.
In sum, emailing and information searching are most popular among broadbanders. This
is not too surprising, since most Americans view the Internet as an information resource
like a library. When asked what the Internet is like, 51% of all Americans in the Pew
Internet Project’s March 2002 survey likened it to a library and no other alternative
metaphor such as “meeting place” or “shopping mall” comes close to that symbol of
what the Internet is.
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Broadband users responding to online queries posted on the Pew Internet Project Web
site were particularly vocal about how the always-on nature of the broadband connection
lets them find out information they need. One put it succinctly, saying, “The always-on
aspect [of broadband] has been a bigger feature than the bandwidth.” Others make a
complementary point that a
How much, if at all has the
Broadband
Dial-Up Internet
broadband connection
Internet improved …
(% who say “a lot”
users
allows them to turn quickly
or “somewhat)
(% who say “a lot”
to the Internet to see what is
or “somewhat)
Ability to learn new things
86%
73%
playing at the movies and
when, check weather
The way you pursue your hobby or
65
48
reports, or get a recipe.
other interests
Your ability to shop
65
42
Where the Internet, says one
broadband user, was once a
Your ability to do your job
55
38
toy, “it is now a tool.” One
user wrote that her sister
The way you get health care
47
41
information
calls her on the phone to ask
The way you manage personal
42
25
her to do quick searches for
finances
information, as the sister is
Your ability to connect
31
23*
organizations in your local
frustrated by the slowness of
community
dial-up and knows her
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project February 2002
sister’s connection is always
Survey, Internet users, n=507;margin of error is ±4%. Dial-Up users, Pew Internet &
American Life Project March 2001 Survey, Internet users, n=862;margin of error is ±4%.
on.
* All Internet users from Pew Internet Project Feb. 2001 survey
Broadband users report that the Internet has helped them manage a variety of tasks in
their lives – sometimes simultaneously. With their ardent information-seeking habits, it
is no wonder that 86% of broadband users say that the Internet has improved their ability
to learn new things “a lot” or “somewhat”. This compares with 73% of Internet users
who said this in March 2001. Nearly half (47%) of broadband users say that the Internet
has helped improve the way they get information about health care; 54% of women say
this versus 41% of men. In the dial-up users’ universe, 38% told us in March 2001 that
their use of the Internet improves the way they get health-care information. Forty-two
percent if broadband users say the Internet has improved how they manage their personal
finances, nearly twice the rate of dial-up users, 23% of whom said this in March 2001.
And 65% of broadband users say that the Internet has improved how they pursue their
hobbies or interests, compared with 48% of dial-up users in our March 2001 survey. The
same share (65%) say the Internet has improved their ability to shop versus 41% of all
Internet users in March 2001.
Telecommuting
One-third of home broadband users telecommute at one time or another – and one in
eight home do so several times a week. About 60% say high-speed access in the home
means they telecommute more often as a result of having their fast home connection.
Telecommuters are among the Internet’s elite users, whether that is measured by length
of time they have enjoyed Internet access, the frequency with which they log on, and the
time they spend online during their typical sessions. Fully 90% of broadband
telecommuters go online on a typical day, and their average sessions on that day last
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nearly two and one-half hours (145 minutes). Three in five (58%) have been Internet
users for 6 or more years, compared with 42% of all broadband users.
Not surprisingly, telecommuters focus on Internet activities that are connected to their
jobs. Two-thirds (66%) of telecommuters say they do more work-related tasks at home
since they have gotten broadband; only 18% of other broadband users say this. On a
given day, 64% of telecommuters with broadband at home use the Internet for job-related
research, compared to 23% of other broadband users. The same number (64%) say that
the Internet has improved their ability to do their job “a lot” versus 20% of other
broadbanders. Finally, and essentially by definition, telecommuters say that their Internet
use allows them to spend less time in traffic and working at the office and more time
working at home. One third (31%) of broadband telecommuters say that the Internet has
decreased the time they spend in traffic; only 4% of non-telecommuters with broadband
in the home say this. Similarly, 29% of telecommuters say their use of the Internet
decreases the time they spend in the office; basically none (1%) of non-telecommuters
with broadband say this.
Telecommuters are far from an “all work no play” breed. There is evidence that they
have folded the Internet into other parts of their lives, perhaps because of their
technological sophistication and perhaps also tied to their relatively high incomes. Since
telecommuters spend more time at home, they have found ways to use the Internet to
connect to their community. About 9% of non-telecommuters with broadband say the
Internet has helped them get involved with groups in their community; by contrast 16%
of telecommuters with broadband say this. And 16% of broadband telecommuters say
the Internet has helped them get more involved with groups to which they already belong.
Finally, there is some evidence—perhaps due to higher educational levels—that
telecommuters with broadband are more civically involved. Fully 57% say the Internet
has improved their knowledge of politics and public affairs, compared to 45% of other
broadbanders who report this.
The family
With broadband users enjoying an always-on connection and using it to spend more time
online, there is potential for changes around the house. We probed three possible areas of
impact, namely whether it becomes more difficult to share the computer with broadband,
whether the computer’s location changes, and whether family emailing changes. With
respect to changing the location of the computer, there is not a lot of furniture moving
around the house due to the acquisition of a high-speed Internet connection. One in nine
(11%) of broadband users say they moved their computer after getting broadband.
A clear virtue of the home broadband connection is that it makes it easier for family
members to share access to the computer and the Internet. Four in ten (43%) of
broadbanders say that the high-speed connection makes shared computer use easier and
half (52%) say it helps make sharing Internet access. Only 4% say broadband has made
sharing the computer harder and just 2% say this about Internet access. Broadband to the
home seems to have eased traffic jams at the computer most for the broadband elite,
which is not surprising since these users are more likely to have multiple computers in
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the home. Three in five (61%) of the broadband elite say it has become easier to share
Internet access since getting broadband, and half (51%) say it has become easier to share
the computer.
With ease of sharing improving, people are spending more time online at home. When
asked whether family members are spending more time online at home since getting
high-speed access, 65% of broadband users say “yes.” For broadband elite three-quarters
(75%) say family members have spent more time online since getting broadband.
Different kinds of connections
The broadband connection to the home is associated with users’ deeper connections to
friends and family. It also has some effect on how people connect to their local
community, meet new people, and address problems in their lives. As the table shows,
broadband users are more likely to attribute to the Internet stronger personal and
community connections than
How much, if at all has
Broadband
Dial-up users
dial-up users. This is
the Internet improved …
users
(% who say “a lot”
probably due mainly to
(% who say “a
or “somewhat” )
broadband users’ greater
lot” or
“somewhat)
online experience. Prior Pew
Connections to your friends
76%
68%
Internet Project reports have
found that length of time
Connections to your family
71
58
online goes hand-in-hand
Your ability to become
34
36
with how people perceive the
more involved groups and
Internet’s impact on personal
organizations you already
connections. Still, it seems
belong to
Your ability to connect with
31
23*
as if the always-on
groups and organizations in
connection leads to a rise in
your community
convenience emailing to
Your ability to meet new
20
19
people
family and friends that makes
Your ability to find ways to
5
n/a
broadband users feel more
deal with problems
connected to them.
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project
February 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507;margin of error is ±4%.
Dial-Up users, Pew Internet & American Life Project March 2001 Survey,
Internet users, n=862;margin of error is ±4%.
* All Internet users from Pew Internet Project Feb. 2001 survey

Broadband connectors also
use the Internet to reach out
to new people, their community, and for problem solving, although the impacts are not
large. The broadband elite seems particularly adept at exploiting the Internet for these
purposes. About one-fifth (18%) say the Internet has improved their ability to meet new
people, and 13%—more than twice the rate for all broadbanders—use the Internet to help
solve problems in their lives. Fully a third (31%) say the Internet has helped them
become more involved with groups and organizations to which they already belong.
Home networking, home computer security
Broadband to the home presents new technological challenges to users that go along with
the benefits of the fast, always-on connections. With 69% of broadband users having
more than one computer in the home, they have the opportunity to install computer
network to link computers throughout the house. In fact, 55% of broadband users with
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multiple computers in the home have home networks; for those households with 5 or
more computers, 90% have networks.
Computer security presents another challenge to broadband users. With the Internet link
constantly open, the potential exists for computer viruses or intrusive individuals to
invade home computers, corrupting data and hard drives. Many broadband users have
taken precautions in view of these threats. More than half of broadbanders (56%) have
installed a computer firewall to guard against unwanted electronic intrusions, with the
broadband elite most likely to have done this, as 69% of those users have installed
firewalls. Indeed, there is some reason for concern for broadband users; 14% have
contracted a computer virus that they attribute to the always-on nature of their broadband
connection. For that reason, 70% of users who have gotten viruses have installed
firewalls.
Satisfaction with the home broadband experience
The patterns of household broadband use certainly signal that users value their highspeed connections and have found ways to put them to use. When asked about the
reliability of their broadband connections and their satisfaction with them, users report a
high level of contentment with their high-speed Internet links. Fully 90% of broadband
users rate the quality of their Internet connection at home as “excellent” or “good”, with
40% saying it is excellent. Similarly, 91% say that having broadband to the home has
“completely” or “mostly” lived up to expectations, with 35% saying “completely.” And
there is no question that broadband users see the high-speed connections as improving
their Internet experience; 75% says it has improved “a lot” with another 18% saying it
has improved “somewhat.”
These findings of satisfaction come within a context of price increases for home
broadband access. The average broadband user pays $46 per month for service and 36%
of broadband users say the price has increased since they first got service (with the
average price increase at $15 per month). Still, broadband users say the extra money they
spend on broadband above and beyond dial up is worth it. Fully 85% say that they
money they spend on broadband is worth it “a lot” or “somewhat.”
There are, however, a few frustrations for broadband users. When asked whether their
broadband connection has worked everyday without interruption, half say it has and half
say that it has not. In terms of reliability, broadband is not yet on par with, say, the
telephone or electric utility service. And some users express dissatisfaction about the
speed of their high-speed connection. About one-quarter (23%) report that they are
“frequently” or “sometimes” frustrated by the speed of their broadband connection, a
finding that is consistent for DSL and cable modem subscribers alike. Fully two-thirds
say they are frequently bothered by “pop-up” advertisements and three quarters (73%)
say they receive unwanted junk email either frequently or some of the time. Several
respondents to our “query of the moment” said unwanted junk emails increased once they
got broadband at home.
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Who wants broadband?
This March we asked in our regular phone survey of dial-up users whether they would
like to have a home broadband connection or not. Four in 10 (40%) said they would like
to have a high-speed connection at home, with 58% saying they would not be interested
in upgrading to broadband.
Of course, things change. Internet technologies, the speed of broadband connections, and
people’s preferences will all likely change with time. The longer a dial-up user has been
online, the more likely he is to want broadband in the home; 53% of dial-up users who
have been online for 6 or more years say they want broadband at home. Assuming time
online increases for all users the likelihood that a user wants broadband, and assuming
the user eventually purchases home high-speed connections, this means 64% of Internet
users would eventually be home broadband users. This does not necessarily mean that
64% is the ceiling for broadband penetration among U.S. Internet users. A host of factors
(e.g., changing prices, nature of Internet content, quality of connections, a “network
effect” by which the growing number of broadband users prompts others to obtain such
connections) could change this ceiling.
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Part 4: Broadband and New Media
We asked broadband users to rate their experiences using their high-speed connections
for a variety of activities that are especially attractive with high-speed connections. The
tables in this section summarize
Have you ever …
% of
% who do this
the share of broadband users
broadband
“more often”
users who
because of
who have ever downloaded
have ever
their highfiles, streamed video or audio
done this
speed
content, and played games
connection
online. They also explore the
Downloaded files, e.g.,
75%
69%
games, video, pictures, music
frequency with which
Listened to or watched
57
72
broadband users do these
streaming audio or video
activities now that they have
Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project
February 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507;margin of error is ±4%.
broadband to the home.
Downloading and streaming are the most popular “new media” activities for broadband
users, with the high-speed connection encouraging a strong majority of these users to do
these activities more often. The broadband elite, as might be expected, lead the way on
downloading; 92% have downloaded files to their computer, 40% do so frequently
(versus 30% of the non-elite) and 76% have engaged in downloading more often since
getting broadband in the home (versus 64% of the non-elite). For streaming, 72% of
broadband elites have done this, with 81% doing it more often since they got their home
broadband connection. Fully a third (31%) of the broadband elite stream audio or video
several times a week or more, compared to 17% of other broadband users.
For game playing and watching movies online, not as many broadband users have done
these things, although for online movies the broadband connection is very likely to
increase the frequency of doing that. Again, the broadband elites lead the way in these
areas, with two-thirds (66%) having played a game online. However, broadband elites
are no more likely than other broadbanders to say that the high-speed connection has
increased their online game playing, as 46% of all broadband users say this. Broadband
elites are also no more likely than the rest to say they are “very satisfied” with online
game playing over a broadband connection. One thing a broadband connection does for
game players is to let them experiment with different types of games. Fully 45% have
tried a new online game since obtaining broadband in the home, with 51% of the
broadband elite having done this.
Have you ever …

Played a game online
Watched movies online
or downloaded them

% of
broadband
users who
have ever done
this
49%

% who do this
at least several
times a week

% who are
“very satisfied”
with activity

41%

38%

18

16
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Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project February 2002
Survey, Internet users, n=507;margin of error is ±4%.

Watching movies online
has not yet caught the
imagination of broadband
users. Few do it, those
who do are only
occasional movie
watchers, and they do not
rate the experience very
highly. Although the
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broadband elites are more likely to have done this (36% have) they are only modestly
more likely than other broadband users to do it often or say it is a very satisfying
experience. Several broadband users, responding to the Pew Internet online query,
complained that downloading movies is extremely time-consuming even with a
broadband connection, with one calling it “a sheer waste of time.”

Part 5: Broadband’s Impact on People’s Use of their Time
A theme throughout this report is that a home broadband connection results in a surge in
the number of activities that these Internet users do on a typical day and the amount of
time they spend online. As noted, 61% of broadband users say they have spent more time
online at home since getting the broadband connection; only 5% say they have spent less
time online and the remainder (33%) report no change.
Where do broadband users find the extra time to engage in their high-speed surfing?
About 3 in 8 (37%) broadband users cut back on watching television, with about a third
saying they spend less time shopping in stores as a result of the Internet. This decrease in
TV watching is most pronounced among those most active in using the Internet for
entertainment purposes.
For many broadband users (25%), longer daily online sessions translate into doing more
work at home. Indeed, for the one-third of our broadband sample that identifies
themselves as telecommuters, it is not surprising that 58% say the Internet means they
spend more time working at home. Nearly one-third (29%) say that it cuts down on time
spent at the office, which in turn lessens the amount of time spent commuting in traffic
(31% say the Internet reduces time in traffic). Finally, about a fifth (18%) of broadband
users say their use of the Internet means they spend less time reading newspapers. For
most of these people, the Internet substitutes for the newspaper.
For certain types of broadband users, distinct impacts on time use emerge. Those who
download music and movies from the Internet or play games on line are most likely to cut
back on watching television; 44% of these users say the Internet has decreased TV time.
For those who create content for the Internet (e.g., helping to create a Web page), 34% of
these users say the Internet has led to an increase in working at home. The increased time
at home and facility with the Internet also keeps content creators out of stores; 39% of
them say the Internet has decreased the time they spend shopping in stores.
Telecommuters, as noted above, have substantial and expected changes in time use due to
the Internet. Three in five (58%) of telecommuters spend more time working at home
because of the Internet, 31% spend less time in traffic, and 39% spend less time shopping
in stores.
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The Internet and Time Use
(Asked of all broadband Internet Users)
Has the Internet
increased, decreased, or
had no change on the
amount of time you
spend…
Watching television
Shopping in stores
Working at home
Reading newspapers
Working at the office
Commuting in traffic
Spending time with family
Spending time with friends
Attending social events

Increased

Decreased

No change

Finally, the Internet’s
impact on spending
time with family,
friends or attending
1%
37%
62%
1
31
67
social events is modest
25
3
71
for broadband users. A
5
18
77
few more broadbanders
3
10
84
1
13
86
say the Internet
5
8
87
decreases time spent
5
3
92
with family rather than
3
3
94
Source: Pew Internet & American Life Project February 2002 Survey, Broadband Internet
increasing it (by an 8%
users, n =507 for March 2001. Margin of error is ±4%.
to 5%) margin, with a
smaller and slightly countervailing trend for friends. A striking pattern emerges,
however, when looking at telecommuters and differences between men and women.
About 11% of telecommuters with broadband say the Internet has led to a decrease in
spending time with family with 9% saying it has increased time spent with family. For
men, 10% say it has led to a decrease while 5% say it has led to an increase in family
time. The trend is reversed for women; 13% of female telecommuters with home
broadband say the Internet has increased family time with 11% saying it has led to a
decrease.
Part 6: Implications for the Future
Broadband Internet users clearly drive in both directions on the information
superhighway, generating content and uploading information to the Web in addition to
being active downloaders and information seekers. Whether this pattern will hold true as
home broadband connections diffuse more widely is difficult to predict. In a longitudinal
study last year, we found that Internet usage patterns of late adopters largely mirror those
of early adopters. That is, with the passage of time, users who are new to the Internet
begin to do things online, such as transactions, which their veteran counterparts have
been doing for some time.
Will broadband users of the future be as active as today’s in generating content and
uploading data to the Web? It may be that early broadband adopters have unique
characteristics, perhaps having to do with their jobs, education, and income, which
explain their usage patterns. Not all occupations, for example, lend themselves to
telecommuting and we have seen that telecommuters are ardent broadband users. This
could well be the case, although, if the “new economy” is indeed new and enduring, one
would expect in the future that a wider range of jobs will be intensive in the management
and generation of information. Such jobs would likely benefit from high-speed two-way
connections in the home. With life-long learning and continuous training of growing
importance to all segments of the workforce, and with this report showing a sharp
increase in these activities for broadband users, one would expect many kinds of Internet
users to benefit from fast home connections. Finally, one would expect that families of
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any kind would value sharing photos, video, or other memorabilia online via fast Internet
connections.
A clear policy implication of the bi-directional data flow generated by broadband users
has to do with the “open access” debate. This issue came to light in the mid-1990s when
the cable authority in Portland, Oregon, tried to assert its right to compel a provider of
broadband to the home—in this case a cable system acquired by AT&T—to allow any
Internet service provider (ISP) to offer services over its network. Just as telephone
companies, as common carriers, are required to allow any ISP to offer service, cable
providers of Internet services, it was argued, should also have to provide the same “open
access” to other ISPs. Fears about monopoly control were part of the debate.
Specifically, some were worried the provider of the broadband connection to the home
could leverage that connection to gain control over the types of information and services
that were provided through that operator’s wires. Others were fretful that a lack of open
access might attenuate the free flow of online content – i.e. that a broadband provider
might not permit users to access to all content on the Worldwide Web, which has been
the ethic of the Web since its inception.
As Stanford law professor Larry Lessig has documented in The Future of Ideas, there are
reasons to believe that the authority to control the flow of content may result in actual
restrictions on content availability. Some companies are developing technologies to allow
providers to develop “walled gardens” online that give preference to content specified by
a service provider. And some cable networks, which presently are legally able to restrict
content flows, have imposed restrictions on subscribers. Some cable broadband
providers prohibit customers from operating a Web site. In addition, some providers
engage in “filtering” by which packets of information are examined by the provider and
certain packets (e.g., those associated with file sharing) are discarded. Other restrictions
include prohibiting home networks (something 55% of broadband users with multiple
computers have) and limiting the number of minutes that users can stream video over
their high-speed connection.
The tendency of broadband users to create content for the Internet, upload, and store files
indicates that high-speed users value the ability to post material online that is available to
a wide range of other Internet users. This suggests that “open access” is a policy that
broadband users would endorse. Recently, after lengthy litigation left the “open access”
issue in its lap, the FCC classified cable broadband as an “information service.” This
means that federal “open access” rules that apply to phone companies do not apply to
cable providers. The policy debate continues, however, as ISPs argue that a condition for
approval of the proposed merger between AT&T and Comcast should be a
congressionally mandate about “open access” that would apply to all providers of
broadband. ISPs point out that a formal “open access” condition was placed on the
AOL/Time Warner merger by the Federal Trade Commission. Whatever policy
instrument—if any—is chosen to address “open access,” it seems clear from this research
that the ability to upload material and make it available to a wide audience is something
that is attractive to a significant segment of the broadband using community.
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Early adopters of broadband to the home are unmistakably producers and users of all
varieties of online information and applications. This is likely to shape the future
development of the Internet, as consumers demand upload speeds equal to download
speeds and continue to value the Internet’s extensive connectivity of information and
people. The lack of any “killer app” among early users of broadband shows that they are
anxious to use all facets of the Internet, using their always-on connections to transition
seamlessly between checking on a work project, seeing what time the movie is playing,
updating the family Web page, all the while listening to a favorite radio station a
thousand miles away. Whatever the precise usage patterns of future broadbanders, it
seems likely that they too will value the same things current high-speed users do—greater
and easier access to information, new capacities to generate it, and more control over how
the online world can help in their day-to-day lives.
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Methodology
This report is based on the findings of a survey of Americans about their use of the
Internet. The results are based on data from telephone interviews conducted by Princeton
Survey Research Associates between January 29 and February 20, 2002, among a sample
of 507 Internet users, 18 and older, who have broadband Internet access. For results
based on the total sample, one can say with 95% confidence that the error attributable to
sampling and other random effects is plus or minus 4 percentage points. In addition to
sampling error, question wording and practical difficulties in conducting telephone
surveys may introduce some error or bias into the findings of opinion polls.
Interviews for this survey were completed from a pre-screened sample of Internet users
who in past surveys identified themselves as having broadband Internet access. Once the
household was reached, interviewers asked to speak with the individual who had recently
completed a telephone survey. Once the targeted person was on the phone, they were
asked a few screening questions to make sure that they still had high speed Internet
access at home.
At least 10 attempts were made to complete an interview at every household in the
sample. The calls were staggered over times of day and days of the week to maximize
the chances of making contact with a potential respondent. Interview refusals were recontacted at least once in order to try again to complete an interview.
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Appendix A
Internet Activities
Percent of Internet users who have
ever done the listed activities …
Communications
Email
Instant messaging
Chat rooms
Information Seeking
News
Job-related research
Look for product information
Research for school or training

Look for travel information
Look for medical information
Information Producing
Share computer files with others

Create content (e.g. Web pages)

Display/develop photos
Store files on Internet
Downloading
Download games, video, pictures
Download music
Download movie
Media Streaming
Watch video clip
Listen to music/radio station
Watch movie
Transactions
Online banking/bill paying
Buy a product
Buy a travel service
Auction
Buy groceries/household goods

Buy/sell stocks
Play lottery
Entertainment activities
Hobby information
Just for fun
Play a game
Adult Web site

Home
Broadban
d
Users

All
Internet
Users

99%
47
23

95%
48
23

81
65
88
61
82
72

70
54
75
53
66
61

43
39
43
19

28
20
21
n/a

63
50
15

41
26
n/a

65
58
12

51
37
n/a

53
84
61
36
25
25
5

23
56
42
20
8
12
n/a

89
71
49
21

80
64
37
14

Source: Home Broadband Users, Pew Internet & American Life Project
February 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=507; margin of error is ±4%.
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Appendix B
In this report’s section “Changes in behavior: Broadband access is a decisive factor”, we
discuss some of the causal factors underlying our finding that home broadband access
makes the key difference for the surfing habits of high-speed users. This appendix
elaborates on the statistical techniques employed that are the basis for that finding. We
used regression analysis, a statistical technique that isolates the independent effects of
various factors (e.g., demographics or a home broadband connection) to examine what
drives the intensity of home Internet use.
The analysis assesses the intensity of users’ online behavior by looking at three variables:
• the likelihood that someone answers “yes” to the question “Did you go online
yesterday?”
• the amount of time spent online during a typical day
• how many activities he performs on a typical day online
The table below summarizes the results from the regression analysis, which examined the
traits or outside forces that might influence people’s Internet use. The horizontal rows
contain the independent variables—the factors we seek to explain—and the vertical rows
contain the dependent variables—the things that may explain the observed outcomes
(e.g., going online on a daily basis). The explanatory variables are the things that might
conceivably affect the intensity of someone’s Internet use: a home broadband connection,
number of years online, age, income, education gender, and race.
Determinants of Intensity of Internet Use
Going online
“yesterday”
Explanatory
variables
Home Broadband
connection
Number of
Years Online
Age

Effect

Amount of Time
Spent Online On a
typical Day
Effect

Number of Internet
Activities Done on a
typical day
Effect

Positive & significant

Positive & significant

Positive & significant

Positive & significant

Positive & significant

Positive & significant

Positive & significant

Negative & significant

Negative & significant

Education (College
Positive & significant
Not significant
Positive & significant
graduate)
Income
Not significant
Not significant
Not significant
Race (white)
Positive & significant
Not significant
Not significant
Gender (male)
Negative & significant Negative & significant Negative & significant
Source: Pew Internet & American Life Project January 2002 Survey, Internet users, n=1,415;margin of
error is ±3%. Approximately 20% of the January sample of Internet users has home broadband
connections, with the remainder being dial-up Internet users.

For “going online yesterday”, the dependent variable is binary (i.e., coded as 1 for those
who answer “yes”) and logistic regression is used in the analysis. For the amount of time
spent online on a given day, we asked users to estimate the amount of time they spend
online. Those who say they spend more than 2 hours online per day are coded as 1, and
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those who spend less than 2 hours are coded as 0 for the purposes of a logistic regression.
The number of activities done on a typical day is a continuous variable, with ordinary
least squares used in the regression analysis.
The results show that having a home broadband connection, number of years online,3 and
gender are the only factors that explain intensity of Internet use consistently in all three
specifications. Although numbers are not reported, having a home broadband is the
largest single factor that explains going online daily, spending two or more hours online
daily, or doing a greater number of Internet activities. For the logistic regressions,
exponentiated coefficients allow us to compare the relative magnitudes of the predictive
power of significant variables. For the ordinary least squares regression, the fact that
having a broadband connection, number of years online, and gender are all “dummy”
variables permits comparison of the relative magnitudes of variables’ explanatory power.
In short, having a home broadband connection and having been online for a long time
both increase your chances of using the Internet intensively. But the home broadband
connection increases your chances more.

3

The variable for number of years online is a “dummy” variable that takes on the value 1 if a user has had
Internet access for 6 or more years. About 35% of Internet users have been online for 6 or more years.
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